ENGAGE
PetroChallenge events are arranged through corporate and institutional sponsorship, and held globally for university or senior school students.

Students experience the real life challenges facing the energy industry using NExT’s OilSim business simulation. They undertake a series of tasks, from research for oil and gas, appraisal drilling, creating field development plans and finally reaching first oil.

NExT instructors lead the PetroChallenge events, introducing students to the online simulation, facilitating their hands-on learning, answering questions and encouraging peer-to-peer knowledge and skill transfer for each challenge faced.

EXPERIENCE
The teams collaborate and compete to discover viable volumes of oil and gas, whilst minimizing costs and acting in a socially and environmentally responsible way.

Through their own experiences they gain a broad understanding of the upstream value chain, which inspires them to consider subjects for their university studies, see the potential careers in the industry or puts their existing specific theoretical studies into a wider context and corporate point of view.

ENJOY
Events have taken place in Azerbaijan, Canada, Denmark, the Faroes, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, UK and USA.

“It gives more insight into the oil-world than any science class can – Houston, 2016”

“PetroChallenge really stressed the hard and soft skills related to upstream operations, in a very fun manner – Toronto, 2015”

CONTACT US
To find out more about corporate sponsorship opportunities go to PetroChallenge.com to find your local representative.